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E-TENDER

On behalf of the Prasar Bharati (India’s Public Service Broadcaster), E-tenders are invited by this Office in the prescribed Bid Proforma under Two bid system. The details of work are given in Annexure -1.

1. Tender No : No. ADG (E) (WZ)/AIR PROJECT/ E-TENDER/MAST/2018-19/RAJKOT/03

2. Supply/ Name of the work : Miscellaneous Repairs/ Renovation works of Self Radiating 300 kW MW Mast at AIR, Rajkot.

3. Delivery Period : Four Months

4. Estimated Cost : ₹46,00,000/- (Forty six lakh)

5. Earnest Money Deposit : ₹92,000 /-(Ninety two thousand)

6. Bid Validity up to : 180 (One Hundred and eighty) Days from the date of opening of Financial Bid.

7. Security Deposit : Required as per (General Terms & Conditions).
   (i) Amount : 5% of the order value in the form of Demand Draft / Bank Guarantee /FDR
   (ii) Validity : 60 (sixty) days beyond the date of expiry of Warranty / Guarantee

8. Correspondence Address : The Addl. Director General (E)(WZ) Kind attn. Sanjay Bodele (DE) AIR Project Section All India Radio & Doordarshan Mumbai-400020 Mobile:9653642743 E-mail:ddgairprojectwz@gmail.com


11. Pre-bid Meeting: It is mandatory that prospective bidders attend Pre-bid meeting to be held on 29/08/2019 at 1100 hrs at Transmitting centre, AIR, Rajkot to discuss queries related to details of materials/work and assess the requirement of the tender as per site conditions. If the Pre-bid meeting cannot be held on 29/08/2019 due to unavoidable circumstances, the same will be held on next day i.e., 30/08/2019.

Attending Pre Bid meeting is mandatory. Only those firms who attend the Pre Bid meeting are eligible to participate in the Tender. Bidders who have already attended previous pre-bid meetings of tender no. No. ADG (E) (WZ)/AIR PROJECT/ E-TENDER/MAST/2018-19/RAJKOT dated 15/11/2018 need not attend again, if they choose so, and are qualified for participation in tender. Pre-bid meeting is compulsory for fresh bidders.

12. Place of Delivery: Dy. Director General (E), All India Radio, Transmitting Centre, Jamnagar road Khanderi Rajkot (Gujarat).

13. Important Instructions: The tender will be governed by the “Instructions to the Bidders”, “General Terms & Conditions” and “Technical Specifications”. Two Bid System shall be followed for this tender. The Technical & Commercial Bid should be submitted online. The Tenderer while submitting their bid, must adhere to the following instructions of Central Vigilance Commission, otherwise their offer is likely to be ignored.
   1. One Agent / Dealer / Supplier shall not represent two manufacturers or quote on their behalf in a particular tender i.e. one bidder shall quote one type of equipment in a particular tender.
   2. Tender documents submitted by the tenderer shall be serially page numbered.
   3. Tenderers should take due care while uploading the Tenders.

14. The following mandatory documents must be uploaded along with the tender, failing which the offer may be liable for rejection and no further Correspondence will be entertained in this regard.

   a) Copy of EMD/NSIC/MSME certificate in case of claim of exemption of EMD.
   b) Copy of GST Registration Certificate as applicable.
   c) Copy of PAN card.
   d) Annexure VIII and Annexure IX on Firm's letter head and Annexure V, VI, VII
   e) Proof of experience, Clause 25 of page no.8.

The bids not complied with the above shall be summarily rejected.

PERIOD OF WORKING:

Since the Transmitter is operational, the repairing works normally can be taken up between 2330 Hrs and 0500 Hrs. Therefore, the work shall be carried out in coordination with the concerned Engineering Head and Office of ADG(E)WZ, AIR&DD, Mumbai. For assessing the quantum of work involved with the help of drawings enclosed may be taken. In addition the field visits to the site if desired, by the tenderer for making a complete, comprehensive and precise estimation of the job were allowed.

(K. S. Lakhane)
Assistant Engineer
For Additional Director General (E)(WZ)
Tel. No. (022) 22053528
Email ID- mumbai.cewz@gmail.com
ddgairprojectwz@gmail.com
INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS

A. Important Notes:-

   a. Tender documents, Bid forms, general instructions to bidders and other details including amendments/changes can be viewed/downloaded free of cost from websites;
      - https://www.tenderwizard.com/PB,
      - https://eprocure.gov.in
      - https://prasarbharati.gov.in
   c. Both Technical Bid and Financial Bid will be submitted concurrently duly digitally signed on the website http://tenderwizard.com/PB.
   d. The Tenders can be uploaded online up to 15.00hrs on 11/09/2019 and the same will be opened at 1600hrs on the same day.
   e. No claim shall be entertained on account of disruption of internet service being used by bidders. Bidders are advised to upload their bids well in advance to avoid last minute technical snags.
   f. All documents/papers uploaded/submitted by the bidder must be legible.
   g. To participate in e-bid, bidders shall be charged e-tendering processing charges @ 0.1% of estimated contract value + Tax with minimum Cap ₹ 750/- only and maximum cap-₹.7500/- only.
   h. Bidders shall ensure to quote rate of each item. If any cell is left blank and no rate is quoted by the bidders, the rate of such item shall be treated as “0” (zero).
   i. Correspondence:
      - Our telephone Fax / Email address is:
        Tel. No. (022) 22053528/22031415 Extn. 243/244
        Mobile 9653642743
        Telefax No. 022 22014683.
        Email ID- mumbai.cewz@gmail.com; ddgairprojectwz@gmail.com
      - All correspondence from tenderer / contractor shall be made as per correspondence address.

All correspondence shall bear reference to Tender No. No. ADG (E) (WZ)/ AIR PROJECT/ E-TENDER/MAST/2018-19/RAJKOT/03

j. Lowest tender will be decided on the basis of the total cost of price bid.

B. The following mandatory documents must be uploaded along with the tender, failing which the offer may be liable for rejection and no further Correspondence will be entertained in this regard.

   a) Copy of EMD/NSIC/MSME certificate in case of claim of exemption of EMD.
   b) Copy of GST Registration Certificate as applicable.
   c) Copy of PAN card.
   d) Annexure VIII and Annexure IX on Firm's letter head and Annexure V, VI, VII
   e) Proof of experience, Clause 25 of page no.8.

The Bids not complied with the above shall be summarily rejected.
2. GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS

1. The prices given should be firm and as under:
   a) The Prices quoted shall remain fixed during the entire period of supply/contract and shall not be subject to variation on any account. A bid submitted with an adjustable price quotation is likely to be treated as non responsive and rejected.
   b) The ‘Unit’ price should be for the unit as indicated in the tender enquiry.
   c) Prices quoted should be for delivery at given place in India and Inclusive of charges as packing customs, etc. wherever applicable.
   d) The quotation should specifically mention rates for specified Supply/works & Taxes if any, separately.
   e) Prices including grand total are to be written in figure as well as in words.

2. In case of Quotation of F. O. R Station of dispatch basis, the purchaser will not pay separately transit insurance and the supplier will be responsible until the stores arrive in good condition at the destination. Tender/quotation in which transit insurance has been specified as an additional item of expenditure is liable to be ignored.

3. The tender shall consists of namely:
   A) EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT:
      Earnest Money amounting to ₹92000/- (Rupees Ninty two thousand only) in the form of FDR/Demand Draft/Bank guarantee of Nationalized Bank/Commercial Bank drawn in favor of Prasar Bharati, CE(WZ), AIR & DD, Mumbai should accompany the tender. EMD exemption is applicable for those who are registered with the central purchase organization, National small industries corporation (NSIC)/MSME or the Concerned Ministry or Department (MIB/DG: AIR/DG: DD). Bidders should upload valid NSIC/MSME Certificate of adequate monetary limit for the tendered stores/services. FDR/ Demand draft/ Bank guarantee of EMD shall be scanned and uploaded on e-tendering website within the period of bid submission.
      Tender EMD deposit shall be placed in a single sealed envelope superscribed with tender reference no and date of opening and submitted so as to reach The Addl. Director General(E)(WZ), All India Radio & Doordarshan, AIR Project Section, Pratishtha Bhavan, 101, M. K. Road, Mumbai 400 020 before the scheduled time on the prescribed tender opening date. EMD received late shall be summarily rejected.
      The following undertaking in this regard shall also be uploaded by the intending bidders:-
      “The Physical EMD shall be deposited by me/us with the Additional Director General (E)(WZ) All India Radio & Doordarshan Mumbai calling the tender before the scheduled time on the prescribed tender opening date otherwise department may reject the tender and also take action to withdraw my/our enlistment.”
      The Earnest Money deposited by the tenderer shall be forfeited by this Organization in the following events:
      (a) If tender is withdrawn during the validity period or any extension thereof.
      (b) If tender is varied or modified in a manner not acceptable to this Organization during the validity period or any extension of the validity duly agreed by the bidder.
      (c) If a tenderer, whose tender has been accepted, fails to furnish Security Deposit within 2 weeks from the issue of the acceptance offer of the tender, the offer is likely to be cancelled.
   B) Make, type, literature and specifications of the stores offered should be uploaded.
   C) The bidders are required to fill up the Annexure I to XI sign it and scanned copies of the same are to be uploaded.
   D) The bidder will also download the tender document ,number each page sign every page having understood it and upload scanned copy.

Interested contractor who wishes to participate in the bid has also to make following payments within the period of bid submission:

- E-Tender Processing Fee @ 0.1% of estimated contract value + GST shall be payable to M/s ITI Limited through their e-gateway by credit/debit card, internet banking or RTGS/NEFT facility.

Copy of Enlistment Order and certificate of work experience and other documents as specified shall be scanned and uploaded to the e-Tendering website within the period of bid submission.
Online bid documents submitted by intending bidders shall be opened only of those bidders, who has deposited e-Tender Processing Fee with M/s ITI Limited and Earnest Money Deposit and other documents scanned and uploaded are found in order.

The bid submitted shall become invalid and e-Tender processing fee shall not be refunded if:
(i) The bidder is found ineligible.
(ii) The bidder does not upload all the documents (including GST registration) as stipulated in the bid document including the undertaking about deposition of physical EMD of the scanned copy of EMD uploaded.
(iii) If any discrepancy is noticed between the documents as uploaded at the time of submission of bid and hard copies as submitted physically by the lowest tenderer in the office of tender opening authority.

Tenderer should quote for all the required items, partial tenders will be rejected.

4. SECURITY DEPOSIT:
The Successful Tenderer shall furnish the Security deposit within 2 weeks after placement of order at the rate of 5% of the order value, failing which the EMD will be forfeited automatically, to Prasar Bharati without any notice. The security deposit shall be furnished in the form of FDR/Demand Draft/Bank Guarantee from nationalized bank/commercial bank drawn in favour of Prasar Bharati, CE (WZ), AIR &DD, Mumbai. The security deposit will be returned in full on completion of Guarantee/Warranty Period.

5. TAXES:
GST Number is mandatorily to be quoted in quotation / Tender/Bills/Invoices without which tender is liable for rejection. The amount of GST should be shown separately in their quotation/invoices.
All the revised rules and regulations for GST are to be strictly followed.

Printed terms and conditions on Letter Heads/Leaflets uploaded by tendering Firm will not be considered as part of their tender.

6. The contractor/Tenderer shall make his/her own arrangement for storage of all equipments and Materials bought to site from time to time and their safe custody at site till they are taken over by the indentor/his representative. The contractor shall make his own arrangement for providing accommodation for his workmen at site. The contractor shall insure against damage, loss, theft etc.

7. The contractor/Tenderer shall make his/her own arrangement for procuring labour, skilled and unskilled. He should confirm to all local government laws and regulations covering labour and their employment.

8. The contractor/Tenderer and his employees shall comply with the regulation in force for controlled entry into premises where work is being carried out.

9. PRE-DISPATCH INSPECTION:
The stores/material/equipment guy ropes of size 22mm dia, 19 mm dia, 16mm dia, bulldoggips, thimbles, split pin, sockets, ferrules, nut and bolt and fastners will be inspected by the indentor or his authorised representative at manufacturers work before dispatched as specified in specification and in accordance with standard specified in the tender.

10. CONTRACTOR LIABILITY FOR DAMAGE CAUSED DURING INSTALLATION WORK AND IMPERFECTION NOTICED:
If the contractor or his/her workmen or servants shall break, deface, injure or destroy any part of the building in which they may be working or building road kerb, fence, enclosure, water pipe, cable, drain, electric, or telephone posts or wires, trees, grass or grasslands or any Technical Equipment including Mast in the premises on which the work or any part of it is being executed, or if any defect shrinkage or other faults appear in the work, the Contractor shall make good at his/her own expense, or default, the indentor may get the same rectified and deduct the expense from any amount that may be then due or at any time there after may become due to the contractor.

11. The contractor shall indemnify and hold harmless the purchaser against all claims in respect of injury to any person howsoever arising out of the work in the course of such installation. The contractor shall discharge his entire duty under the Indian workmen act in his employment.
12. GUARANTEE/WARRANTY PERIOD:
The guarantee/warranty period shall be Two year from the date of completion certificate given by the I.O./Engineering Head.

13. COMPLETION PERIOD:
The work/Supply order will be completed as per terms & conditions of work order and tender. However entire work at All India Radio site shall be completed within Four Months from the date of placement of order. The contract will be treated as terminated automatically unless otherwise extended in writing.

14. RETURN OF REPLACED MATERIAL:
The rusted/damaged/defective material such as RF chokes, bulldog grips, thimbles, turnbuckles, split pins, fastners etc. which are replaced by new one, are to be handed over to the AIR station.

15. TERMS OF PAYMENT:
100% payment will be released on satisfactory and successful completion of work at site. Further the contractor/supplier/firm should submit all the bank details such as:
   a. Name of the Bank
   b. Branch
   c. Account Number
   d. IFSC code
   e. MICR Code

along with their bill for online payment. Photostat copy of the cancelled cheque leaf may be enclosed.

15. The quotations submitted shall remain open for acceptance for a period of 180 (one hundred eighty) days from the date of opening of the Tender if any Tenderer/suppliers withdraws his Tender/quotation before the said period or makes any modification in the Terms & Conditions on the Tender/Quotation which are not acceptable to the Department, then the Department/Government shall, without prejudice to any other right or remedy, at the liberty to forfeit 50% of the Earnest Money as aforesaid.

16. Both PAN- permanent income tax account number and income tax circle & TIN-Tax identification number and the tax circle should be indicated in quotation in addition to GSTIN number.

17. ACCEPTANCE OF ORDER
   a. Within fifteen (15) days from the date of mailing of order, Supplier/contractor shall confirm acceptance of the order in its entirety.
   b. The Order is accepted unconditionally by Supplier/contractor by returning to this office duly signed copy of the Order within 15 days along with security deposit.
   c. When suppliers/contractor has accepted the order with all it's terms and conditions ,tenderer's bid with general sales conditions and all his previous correspondences are considered superceded and void.
   d. Should supplier /contractor not respect the time limit for the confirmation of the order or in case suppliers/contractor cannot accept the Order, this office reserves the right to cancel in writing without prejudice to other terms, the entire order or part of it ,without notice. Under these circumstances the earnest money given by the supplier/contractor will be forfeited in full.

18. MODIFICATION IN ORDER
   a. All modification leading to changes in the order with respect to technical and/or commercial aspects including terms of delivery ,shall be considered valid only when accepted in writing by this office by issuing amendment to the Order.
   b. This office shall not be bound by any printed conditions ,provision in the supplier Bid ,forms of acknowledgement of Order, invoice, packing list and other document, which purport to impose any condition at variance with or supplement to order.

19. UNSOLICITED POST TENDER MODIFICATION:
In case certain clarifications are sought by this Organization after opening of tenders, then the reply of the Bidder should be restricted to the clarifications sought. Any Bidder who modifies his Bid (including a modification, which has the effect of altering the value of his offer) after the closing date without specific reference by this Organization shall render the bid liable to be ignored and rejected without notice and
without further reference to the Bidder. Canvassing in any form by the Bidders shall also render the bid liable to be ignored and rejected without notice and without further reference to the Bidder.

20. CLARIFICATION IN RESPECT OF INCOMPLETE OFFER:
This Organization has to finalize its purchase within a limited time schedule. Therefore, it may not be feasible in all cases for this Organization to seek clarification in respect of incomplete offers. Prospective Bidders are advised to ensure that their bids are complete in all respects and conform to our terms and conditions of the tender. Bids not complying with this Organization’s requirements may be rejected without seeking any clarifications.

21. REPLACEMENT/RECTIFICATION:
In the event the stores supplied are found to be defective, the supplier will have to take back the defective materials at his own cost and replace the defective Stores free of charge without loss of time. The supplier will not be entitled to dispose of the Store Equipment / Material given for replacement / rectification without the prior permission of this Organization. All charges concerned with the rectification including freight charges will be borne by the supplier.

22. RIGHT OF ACCEPTANCE:
The undersigned reserves the right to reject the lowest tender or all the tenders without assigning any reasons whatsoever. Further the undersigned reserves himself the right to increase or decrease up to 50% of the quantity of goods and service specified in the schedule of the requirement without any change in the unit price of the order quantities or other terms and conditions at the time of award of contract. This Organization also reserves to itself the right to accept any tender in part or split the order between two or more bidders. All Quotations/Tenders in which any of the prescribed conditions are not fulfilled or are incomplete in any respect are liable to be rejected. The competent authority on behalf of Prasar Bharati reserve himself the right of accepting the whole or any part of the Tender and the tenderer shall be bound to perform the same at the rate quoted.

23. Canvassing whether directly or indirectly, in connection with Tender/quotation is strictly prohibited and the Tender /quotation submitted by the contractors/suppliers who resort to canvassing will be liable to rejection.

24. LANGUAGE/UNITS:
All information supplied by the Tenderer &all markings, notes, designation on the drawings & associated write-ups shall be in “English/Hindi language” only. All dimensions, units on drawings, all reference to weights, measures &quantities shall be in SI.

25. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
Bids should be from actual manufacturer. Bid from sole selling agents/authorised distributors/authorised dealers/authorised contractors can also be considered provided such bids are accompanied with necessary supporting documents /authority letter from concerned actual manufacturer who authorised them to market their products provided further such an authority letter is valid at the time of bidding. The supplier/ contractor shall ensure that the required warranty cover is provided by the original manufacturer of the product.
The tenderer should also have sufficient experience and shall submit the satisfactory supply/work orders/ completion certificates of at least three similar items/equipments/work, each of value not less than 40% of the estimated cost, or two similar items/equipments/work, each of value not less than 60% of the estimated cost, or one similar items/equipments/work of value not less than 80% of the estimated cost, all amounts rounded off to the nearest full figure, in the last seven years ending on the last day of the month previous to the one in which the Tenders are invited. The tender without sufficient experience certificate will be rejected on the date of opening without further intimation.

26. The contractor shall arrange to dispatch the good duly insured direct to the consignee under prior intimation for delivery at site by whichever mode of transport he may choose, to ensure safe delivery of goods at site. Unloading shall be done at site at the contractor’s expense. The consignee will provide only storage space. The contractor will provide his own security like locking etc. and store the material at his own risk.

27. INSURANCE:
a. The contractor shall arrange for the insurance covering the risk during transit storage and installation till commissioning.
b. The contractor shall take insurance for his men while working at AIR site against any accident, death,
etc. Similarly equipment’s, instruments, tools etc. belonging to the contractor shall be insured against damage, loss, theft etc. All the charges for such insurance shall be borne by the contractor. Contractor has to submit the insurance details to the installation officer after which only, his men will be allowed to work on the masts.

c. The mast will be insured for Rupees 4.5 crores. It includes mast and its accessories like mast base insulator, guy insulators, RF chokes, guy ropes etc. The period of insurance will be the period of actual work till completion & handing over to the station plus one month.

d. The contractor shall insure safety of two AIR Inspectors for ₹ 25,00,000/- each, while on Inspection at the AIR site against any injury, accidents, death etc, at no extra cost to AIR.

28. ADDITIONAL QUANTITIES:

The purchaser reserves the right to place order for additional quantity up to 50% of the ordered quantity at the same rates and terms and condition during the currency of the contract.

29. PENALTY FOR DELAY:

If the contractor is unable to complete the supply, installation, testing and commissioning within the stipulated time limit the purchaser may at his option allow such additional time as may be considered justified with /without penalty and without altering terms and conditions of the order. In the event of failure of the contractor to complete the supply, installation, testing and commissioning within the stipulated time or the extended time, the purchaser has the right to impose penalty of 0.5% per week or part thereof the contract price. The contractor’s liability for delay, however, shall not exceed 5% of the total contract price of concerned delayed site.

30. ENFORCEMENT OF LABOUR LAWS:

While engaging labour for carrying out obligation under the contract the contractor shall satisfy the condition laid down under contract labour (Regulation and Audition) Act 1970 and (Central) Rule 1971 as amended from time to time and observe all formalities required as per the said act /Rule. The supplier shall also observe the provision under minimum wages act 1948 (central Rule 1950 amended from time to time while engaging labour. All the revised rules and regulations are to be strictly followed.

31. FORCE MAJEURE:

a. If at any time during the continuance of the contract the performance in whole or in part by the contractor shall be prevented or delayed by reason of any war, hostility acts of the public enemy, civil commotion, sabotage, fire, floods, explosions, epidemics, Quarantine restriction, strikes, lock-outs or acts of god therein after restriction refer to as events and provided notice of happenings of any such eventuality is given by the contractor within 21 days from the date of occurrence thereof, the purchaser shall by reason of such event, neither be entitled to cancel this order nor shall have any claim for damages against the contractor in respect of such non-performance or delay in performance and delivery shall be resumed as soon as practicable after such events have come to an end or ceased to exist.

b. Provided further that if the performance in whole or part or any obligation under this order is prevented or delayed by reasons of any such event for a period exceeding 180 days, the purchaser and the contractor shall meet to find a neutral agreement to any effect resulting the reform or the purchaser may at his option cancel order provided also if the order is cancelled under this clause the purchaser shall be at liberty to take over from the contractor at order prices all unused un-damaged and acceptable material bought out components and stores in course of manufacture in the possession of the supplier at the time of such cancellation or such portion thereof as the purchaser may deem fit accepting such material, bought out components and stores as the supplier may with the concurrence of the purchaser elect to retain.

32. FAILURE AND TERMINATION CLAUSE

Time and date of delivery shall be essence of the contract. If the contractor/supplier fails to deliver the stores/execute SITC/SETC, or any installment thereof within the period fixed for such delivery in the schedule or at any time repudiates the contract before the expiry of such Periods, the purchaser may without prejudice to any other right or remedy, available to him to recover demurrages for breach of the contract.

a. Recover from the Supplier/contractor as agreed, liquidated demurrages including administrative expenses and not by way of penalty a sum equivalent to 0.5% per week up to maximum limit of 5% of the contract value for such delay or part thereof (this is an agreed, genuine pre-estimate of demurrages duly agreed by the parties) which the supplier /contractor has failed to deliver thereof is accepted after expiry of the aforesaid period, provided that the total demurrages so claimed shall not exceed 5% of the
contract price of the stores/ SITC/SETC After full period of extension (Maximum 2 months after the normal delivery period), the contract will be automatically treated as terminated, unless otherwise extended in writing and the security deposit will be forfeited.

b. Purchase or authorize the purchase elsewhere on the account and the risk of the contractor /supplier of the stores not so delivered/SITC/SETC not carried out or other of a similar description (where stores exactly complying with the particulars are not in the opinion of purchaser which shall be final readily procurable )by serving prior notice to the contractor /supplier without cancelling the contract in respect of the installment not yet due for delivery or,

c. Cancel the contract or a portion thereof by serving prior notice to the Contractor /supplier and if so desired purchase or authorize the purchase of the stores not so delivered /SITC/SETC not carried out or other of a similar description (where stores not delivered /SITC/SETC not carried out exactly complying with particulars are not in the opinion of the purchaser, which shall be final readily procurable) at the risk and cost of the Contractor/supplier If the Contractor/Supplier had defaulted in the performance of the original contract, the purchaser shall have the right to ignore his tender for risk purchase even though the provisions of this clause, it shall be in the discretion of the purchaser to exercise his discretion to collect or not the security deposit from the firm on whom the contract is placed ,at the risk and expense of the defaulted firm.

d. Where action is taken under sub-clause (b) or sub clause (c) above, the contractor shall be liable for any loss which the purchaser may sustain on that account, provided the purchaser or if there is agreement, to purchase, such agreement is made in case of failure and in case of repudiation of contract the contractor/supplier shall not be entitled to any gain on such the entire discretion of the purchaser to serve a notice of such purchase on the contractor/supplier.

e. It may further be noted that clause (a) above provides for recovery of liquidated demurrages on the cost of contract price of delayed supplies (whole unit) at the rate of 0.5% per week up to maximum limit of 5% of the contract value for such delay or part thereof. Liquidated demurrages for delay in supplies thus accrued will be recovered by the paying authority on instruction as specified in the supply order from the bill for payment of the cost of materials/works submitted by the supplier/contractor in accordance with terms of supply order on instruction from purchaser regarding liquidated demurrages amount.

f. Notwithstanding anything stated above equipment and materials will be deemed to have been delivered /STC/SETC will be deemed to have carried out only when all its components parts are also delivered. If certain components of stores are not delivered in the time /SITC/SETC not carried out in time, the stores/SITC/SETC will be considered as delayed until such time all the parts are also delivered.

33. Tenderers are requested to fill the check list as per proforma provided on the website. Incomplete check list or non compliance may result in rejection of the Tender.

34. ARBITRATION OF CONTRACTUAL DISPUTES:

If any dispute arises out of or in connection with the contract or in respect of any defined legal relationship associated therewith or derived there from the parties agree to submit that dispute to arbitration under ICADR Arbitration Rule, 1996.

The authority to appoint the arbitrator(s) shall be international center for Alternative dispute resolution. The international center for Alternative Dispute Resolution will provide administrative services in accordance with the ICADR Arbitration Rules 1996.

a. The number of arbitrator(s) shall be one who has legal as well as technical background

b. The place of arbitration proceeding shall be Mumbai.

35. CANCELLATION:

The Purchaser reserves the right to cancel the order in the event of non-performance/delay in execution of the work or unsatisfactory performance by the contractor and recover payment already made if any along with losses/damages incurred.

(K.S.Lakhane)
Assistant Engineer
For Additional Director General (E)(WZ)
Tel. No. (022) 22053528
Email ID-
mumbai.cewz@gmail.com
ddgairprojectwz@gmail.com
SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENTS

Name of Work: Repair / Renovation works of self-radiating MW Mast of AIR Rajkot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No.</th>
<th>Description of Stores/works</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Consignee, Delivery/Work Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Supply of Guy rope of size 22mm dia and make similar to Usha Martin Guy rope should be of GI 1770 grade and steel core as per IS : 6594 (CWR) of 6 X 19 construction conforming to IS : 2266 (OEM) Original equipment manufacturers test certificate is mandatory. Pre dispatch inspection at OEM's works place is mandatory.</td>
<td>Meter</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Supply of Guy rope of size 19mm dia and make similar to Usha Martin Guy rope should be of GI 1770 grade and steel core as per IS : 6594 (CWR) of 6 X 19 construction conforming to IS : 2266 (OEM) Original equipment manufacturers test certificate is mandatory Pre dispatch inspection at OEM's works place is mandatory</td>
<td>Meter</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>Dy. Director General (Engg.), All India Radio, Jamnagar Rd, Khanderi Rajkot.(GJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Supply of Guy rope of size 16mm dia and make similar to Usha Martin Guy rope should be of GI 1770 grade and steel core as per IS : 6594 (CWR) of 6 X 19 construction conforming to IS : 2266 (OEM) Original equipment manufacturers test certificate is mandatory Pre dispatch inspection at OEM's works place is mandatory</td>
<td>Meter</td>
<td>850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Supply of accessories as given below i) Bulldog grips - 108 Nos. ii) Thimbles - 36 Nos. iii) Split pin - Lump-sum iv) Socket - Lump-sum v) Ferrules - Lump-sum vi) Nut bolt and fastners - Lump-sum The items mentioned above should meet the IS specification as given below Thimbles-IS2315:1978 or revised Bulldog grips-IS 2361:2005 or revised Split pins-IS549:2005 or revised OEM test certificate is necessary along with the supply Pre dispatch inspection at OEM's works place is mandatory</td>
<td>Lump sum</td>
<td>Lump sum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Labour charges for replacement of existing guy wire ropes with above supplied ropes as per existing arrangement on the MW Mast at Six levels ( 3 Nos of Ropes at each levels). Sufficient extra length of at least 6M has to be left at ground anchoring end. Existing guy insulators / RF Chokes of the Mast are to be re-utilized for the purpose. If any insulator/RF</td>
<td>Job</td>
<td>1 Job</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Job 1 Job
Choke is found to be defective / damaged it shall be replaced by a new one supplied by the department. Existing guy wire link termination at each of the guy insulators ends are to be replaced by identical ferruling type fasteners. Two Numbers of ferruling has to be done at each place. Ferule fasteners should be of hot dip Galvanised type. All additional fastener materials like bolt, nut and split pin, bull dog grips etc used must also be of hot dip galvanized only. Ferruling fasteners used in each guy section including the straining screw should be designed to withstand 80% of breaking load strength of main guy rope. A sample breaking load test for a new fabricated guy is to be shown to the indentor. Complete guy wire assembly from Mast to Ground Anchoring has to be prepared on ground as per existing arrangement on Mast. After testing each of the guy wire for maximum tension, if possible, complete guy wire rope assembly have to be hoisted from the Mast to the ground. Provision shall be available to adjust at site the total length of each guy to take care of relative variations in the ground level at the mast end and guy anchor points as per actual conditions. At the Mast end the anchoring has to carried out using existing plates / arrangement on the tower. Before dismantling each of the guy wire rope, Poly Propylene Rope (25mm or 1 inch Dia) Garware make has to be hoisted between Mast and ground.

6) Replacement of Complete AOL System.
   The existing antenna lighting will be replaced by solid state LED type. Existing Beacon Lights at the top and Aviation obstruction light fittings at existing intermediate levels and internal illumination light for triangular mast shall be replaced by solid state LED type without any change in Layout, if it meets aviation safety regulations. The electrical cables, junction boxes, fuse fittings and water tight conduits of appropriate sizes from the bottom of the Mast to the lights and all other accessories including their fasteners/clips etc shall be replaced with new ones. No flexible conduit will be used while replacing.

7) Painting: The Mast has to be painted with coastal climate Anti rust type special polymer paint. Mast has to be painted with 1 coat of poly Epoxy primer as per IS 5666 and 2 coats of Poly epoxy paint as per IS2932 in alternate bands of Orange and White as per Aviation Standard, and as per enclosed specification No.XTA-320,IX and Annexure IV

8) Guy wire Tension has to be adjusted such that verticality of the mast is within the limit of 2 minutes of the arc subtended at the base of structure and the twist of the mast members will not exceed ½ degree/30 minutes. Verticality and twist are to be checked after repair by any IIT (Indian Institute of Technology) and corrective action to be taken if required. Detailed IIT report of Verticality and Twist measurement of the mast after repairs is to be submitted to office.

Note :-

1) Any other minor miscellaneous material or work that is required to complete the job will be provided by tenderer.
2) Greasing has to be done wherever required.
3) During execution of works, if at any stage, it is noted that some additional major items are required to be replaced, the tenderer should submit full details of the items along with justification for their replacement for obtaining additional sanction. However, tenderer has to execute the work in totality keeping all the guarantee & safety aspects given in these specifications in the tender. For this purpose, unit rate of each item mentioned above should be quote separately.
4) All Items of work mentioned above, must be accepted by the tenderer. Part acceptance & deviation will be rejected.
5) Insurance of the 175 m Mast for Rupees 4.5 Crore is to be done. Actual will be paid by this office on producing the original insurance receipt. At the time of settlement of the bill.
6) ₹25 lakhs insurance cover each, for two AIR inspectors while on inspection at the AIR site against any injury, accidents, death etc. is to be provided at no extra cost to AIR.
PRASAR BHARATI
DIRECTORATE GENERAL : ALL INDIA RADIO
( PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT UNIT )
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SUMMARY :

Medium frequency self radiating omnidirectional and directional array masts at various stations of AIR are required to be repaired/renovated during XIth Plan under Replacement scheme. The works are to be carried out as per these detailed specifications. Deviations in the works from specifications, if any, will be brought out clearly by the tenderer.

N.B : 1. The tenderer should go through all the sections of the specifications carefully and shall submit clause by clause compliance of all sections clearly. Tender without clause by clause compliance shall be rejected.

2. The tender shall indicate the list of items offered as per schedule of requirements (Annex-II) in the technical bid without price/cost to assess the completeness of requirement.

3. The tenderer shall visit the site before submitting the tender for a realistic offer. A certificate along with the site report duly signed by station authority & tenderer’s representative is to be enclosed with the tender. Concerned station authorities are to coordinate with the representative(s) of tenderer(s) as and when approached for site visit in consultation with zonal office. Zonal office and station authorities shall ensure that the scope of works and subsequent material requirement is uniform for all the tenderers.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR MISC. WORKS OF SELF RADIATING MW MASTS.

Specification No.XTA-320.

I. INTRODUCTION:

This specification covers the detailed aspects of miscellaneous repairs/renovation works of MW masts including replacement of old, rusted, defective Guy Ropes, link plates, cotter pins, straining screws, Guy and mast base insulators if found damaged / defective, RF chokes, Aviation Lighting system by utilizing the existing fixtures to the extent feasible with wiring including material as per site conditions based on actuals, repainting of the masts and repairing of Mast base and Guy anchor foundation blocks if required and various miscellaneous works required for existing medium frequency self radiating antenna without modifying the guy levels & attachment configurations from mechanical point of view being used as self radiating mast with broadcast transmitters in the frequency range 531-1605 KHz at various stations of AIR. The relevant drawings of old masts as indicated in the annexure-III shall be part of this specification. A tentative schedule of works to be carried out / items to be replaced is indicated in Annexure - II.

II. GENERAL CONDITIONS:

1. Language and system of Measures:

All information supplied by the tenderer and all markings, notes, designations on the new drawings if required and associated write-ups etc. shall be in the "English" language.

All dimensions and units on drawings and all references to weights, measures and quantities shall be in "Metric" Units.

2. INFORMATION/DOCUMENTS TO BE SUPPLIED ALONG WITH TENDER:

2.1 A comprehensive schedule of materials offered along with quantity of each item quoting per unit rate.

2.2 The details of the internal test procedures/standards followed for quality control of the material offered as replacement for existing defective, rusted, worn-out material.

2.3 A general undertaking to accept / furnish the guarantee, which will be required to be complied by the tenderer as listed under Clause XI, of this section –I.

2.4 A detailed & comprehensive schedule of activities to be undertaken for replacement cum misc. works.

2.5 Any other information which the tenderer feels relevant to his offer.

2.6 Site visit certificate & report.

3. LIST OF STORES/MATERIALS TO BE REPLACED:

A detailed list, after inspecting the mast at site, of the defective material, shall be prepared in the presence of consignee's representative duly certified by both the parties for submitting realistic offer. Zonal office and station authorities shall ensure that the scope of works and subsequent material requirement in respect of each site, is uniform for all the tenderers.

4. DELIVERY OF MATERIAL/COMPLETION OF WORKS:

The work shall be completed within 9 months from the date of award of the tender. The period of completion of works including the supply of replacement material shall be reckoned from the date of acceptance of tender and shall be firm without any further qualifications.

5. MATERIALS, WORKMANSHIP AND MISC CONDITIONS:

5.1 Supplier shall warrant that all the stores and components supplied under the subject order shall be new (except those being reutilized), of good quality and as per the relevant specifications. They shall be free from defects (even from concealed faults, deficiency in design, materials and workmanship.)

5.2 Should any defects be noticed in the design, material and/ or workmanship of any material supplied, within 12 months from the date of handing over to AIR, it shall be replaced by the supplier free of cost to the consignee. All India Radio shall inform the supplier about any defects noticed. On receipt of such intimation, the supplier shall depute their personnel within 14 days to investigate the cause of defects and arrange rectification/ replacement/ modification of the defective material at AIR site without any cost to All India Radio. All such rectifications/ replacements modification of the defective material shall be done...
immediately, within a period not exceeding one month from the date of inspection by the supplier. If the supplier either fails to depute their personnel within 14 days or take proper corrective action to repair/replace the defective item/items satisfactorily within the period of one month as stated above, All India Radio shall be free to take such corrective action as may be deemed necessary, after giving notice to the supplier, at the risk and cost of the supplier.

5.3 In case defects are of such nature that the defective material is required to be taken to tenderer(s) works for rectification, the tenderer may be allowed to take the same after giving necessary undertaking or security as may be required by All India Radio. All India Radio shall, if so requested by the tenderer, dispatch the stores "By Air" on "Freight-to-pay" basis, to the tenderer's works. After repairs tenderer shall deliver the stores at site on "Freight Pre-Paid" basis. All risks in transit, to and fro, shall be borne by the tenderer.

5.4 If the tenderer fails to honor his obligation to repair or replace defective goods within the stipulated period of time or if the tenderer refuses to carry out the work under the guarantee clause and implied guarantee conditions or if danger is anticipated or in case of severe urgency, All India Radio shall be entitled to carryout, at tenderer's cost and risk, the required repair work or replacement done by a third party. In case all the goods have not been delivered by tenderer, All India Radio will be entitled to procure the remaining goods at tenderer's cost and risk. This would not relieve the tenderer of any of his guarantee obligations. Taxes and duties of any kind whatever imposed by the authorities shall be borne by the tenderer.

5.5 AIR will not be responsible in any way for the safety and security of the contractor's Men and material etc. The storing & Safety of dismantled material including tools/materials required for works shall be the sole responsibility of contractors even though these are stored inside AIR premises.

5.6 The contractor shall insure his men while working at AIR site, against any injury, accidents death etc. Similarly the equipment, instruments, tools etc., belonging to the contractor shall be insured against damage, loss, theft etc.

5.7 The detailed list of materials/parts required to be replaced other than guy assemblies, on account of being worn out / naturally defective / damaged shall be prepared and submitted for approval for their replacement before taking up the work. For payment purpose on actual basis unit rates for items like guy and mast base insulators and various mast members on running length basis may be quoted in the tender. This will include cutting, brazing / welding, galvanizing and retrofitting etc. However for quote purpose, quantities of guy insulators, mast base insulator and running length of mast members and guy wire as indicated in the schedule of works may be quoted for each mast in the tender, even though payment will be done on actual basis only.

6.0 PERIOD OF WORKING:

Due to operational transmitters, the working hours shall be limited to the gap between 1st and 2nd transmission during day time and after close down (1115 PM) and upto 0500 AM, (before the onset of 1st transmission) during night time. Therefore, work shall be carried out in coordination with the concerned DDG(Engineering)/ DDE /Station Engineer and Zonal Addl.DG(E) under intimation to Directorate. For assessing the quantum of works, involved the help of drawings enclosed, may be taken. In addition the field visits to sites may have to be undertaken by the tenderer for making a complete, comprehensive & precise estimation of the job.

7.0 PAYMENT TERMS:

As per commercial terms.

III. Material:

(a) Design, fabrication and other details of material to be used for replacement of old, worn out parts shall be in accordance with IS-806-1962 (with its latest amendments).

(b) Galvanising:

To prevent corrosion, Antenna accessories and hardware to be supplied as replacement of old defective ones shall be galvanized after fabrication by the "Hot Dip Method" and shall conform to IS-4759-1968 with latest amendments. The fasteners shall be galvanized as per IS-5388-69. The galvanizing shall be tested as per test procedure laid down in the relevant specification with latest amendments.
(c) **Superstructure, Ladder & Rest Platform**:  
There is no change in the configuration and lay out of super structure, mast base insulators, ladder and platform including guy anchoring points to masts and at ground. However, the worn out / defective super structure members, bracings, fasteners, railings, ladder cage, ladder steps if any noticed during inspection survey or at the time of carrying out the work, based on actual be replaced by new ones of same strength of same material or equivalent to meet the desired mechanical strength to withstand the desired loading / pressures / wind load. The existing mast base insulators shall be re-utilised. However, spark gap across these be repaired / replaced by new ones. The spares available with the station, if any, can also be used in case of emergent requirement on recoupment basis.

(d) **Guys**:  
The guy wire ropes supplied as replacement of old one shall be of stainless steel/galvanized steel wire of same or higher size and grade and shall be chosen with adequate factor of safety. The guy ropes shall conform to IS-2266/1970 and IS-3326/1966 (with amendments). The existing guy insulators/ RF Chokes of the old mast are to be reutilized for the purpose. If any Insulator is found defective/ damaged, it shall be replaced by a new one of same type or having same electrical & mechanical strength. Before replacing such insulator approval of Directorate through consignee is to be obtained. The spare guy insulator available with station, if any, may also be used. Items like cotter pins, link plates, bull dog grips also shall be replaced as per actuals.

The guys shall be prefabricated to enable easy assembly at site. Provision shall be available to adjust at site the total length of each guy to take care of relative variations in the ground level at the mast base and guy anchor points as per actual conditions.

The tensioning device if available in existing structure shall form an integral part of the guy attachment assembly at the anchor end. The size and design of the guy ropes shall be same as with the existing mast.

The new guy wire rope should withstand the designed mechanical stress with a safety margin of 3. So if required, the dia of guy wires be increased provided old insulators which are suitable for reutilization, fits correctly.

(e) **Cable Connection**:  
Ferruling/sleeving or socketing used in each guy section including the straining screw should be designed to withstand 80% breaking load strength of main guy rope. Suitable locking arrangement also is to be made to avoid the slipping of sleeving/socketing and guy straining screw under storm conditions by providing clamps as backup measures in addition to ferruling/socketing. A sample breaking load test for a new fabricated guy section shall be taken in the presence of a representative of AIR.

IV. **AVIATION OBSTRUCTION LIGHTING & INTERNAL LIGHTING FOR TRANGULAR MAST**:

The existing antenna lighting will be replaced by solid state LED type. Existing Beacon lights at the top and Aviation obstruction light fittings at existing intermediate levels & internal illumination light for triangular mast shall be replaced by solid state LED type without any change in layout if it meets aviation safety regulations. The electrical cables, junction boxes, fuse fittings and water tight conduits of appropriate size from the bottom of the tower to the lights and all other accessories including their fasteners / clips etc. shall be replaced by new ones. No flexible conduit will be used while replacing the old one.

V. **ANTENNA LIGHTING TRANSFORMER**:

The antenna lighting circuit is connected to 230 V, 50 Hz mains supply through an Austin transformer which provides perfect isolation of the power mains circuit from the Radio Frequency voltages of the antenna. If the old transformer is defective, then it will be replaced by a new one of same rating other wise the existing good one is to be reutilized. If there is no such device, a new of suitable ratings is to be provided. The supply against this tender is for a new transformer, it shall be water proof, outdoor type, complete with mounting brackets etc. The transformer primary shall have tappings for 5% and 10% voltage variations from the normal 230 volts, 50 Hz. The transformer and its fittings shall add negligible capacitance across the antenna base.
VI. REPAIRS TO THE FOUNDATIONS:

The repairs if any to the concrete foundations blocks for the Antenna structure, guy anchors and isolation transformer will be done by the tenderer as per the site requirements.

There is no change in the design of foundation blocks, however, if any slippage is observed in any of foundation block, it will be strengthened by filling earth, securely packed all around it or suitably reinforced all around with cement concrete.

The mast base and the isolation transformer foundations will be covered with 1.6mm thick copper sheets of electrical grade on the top and all sides of the foundation up to a depth of 1 foot below the natural ground level to enable earth radials connection to it by AIR.

These sheets will be securely fastened to the foundation. The joints will be overlapping up to at least 1 inch and brazed continuously. The copper sheets, fixing and brazing material required for this work will be supplied by the tenderer.

VII. DISMANTLING OF GUY ROPES FOR REPLACEMENT:

The existing guy wire assemblies will be removed from mast by the tenderer taking care that there is no damage to the mast and guy insulators by providing temporary guys of polypropylene rope or any other suitable material for replacement/repair of old guy wire rope. The material of temporary guys should withstand the mechanical load of the mast and shall provide electrical insulation against RF pick up voltages.

VIII. RE-HOISTING OF GUY WIRES:

The complete re-hoisting of the guy wire rope will be done by the tenderer. Before hoisting of the guy ropes, the tenderer shall get them inspected and okayed by All India Radio representative/inspector at site. The temporary guys will be removed after the repaired/replaced one are hoisted and properly tensioned.

IX. PAINTING:

The tower after repairs shall be painted in alternate bands of international orange and white as per standard practice. The band width shall remain as in the existing structure. The old paint shall be removed completely by sandpaper scratching and scrubbing. Then a coat of etch/wash primer shall be applied for preparing the surface to receive paint. Primer undercoat of zinc chromate shall then be applied on the surface to make it ready for receiving the paints. Thereafter the surface shall be prepared by applying primer coat and final coats. The relevant IS shall be strictly followed for paints, primers and colour shades.

X. GUARANTEE

(a) The tenderer shall certify and guarantee that the design of the material fabricated including accessories has been done to ensure that antenna withstands the electrical and mechanical stresses at the rated power with adequate margin of safety as per original design.

(b) The contractor shall ensure that the main leg members of the antenna structure shall remain vertical within two minutes of the arc subtended at the base of structure after repair. The twist of the mast members will not exceed 1/2 degree. The tenderer, before start of the work, shall take initial measurement of verticality and twist in the presence of representative of AIR and then verticality and twist should be improved for better to achieve above figures.

(c) The contractor shall ensure the safety of the mast during execution of job. In case of any damage to the mast, building or structure located in the complex, it will be binding on the tenderer to make good the damage/losses without any compensation from AIR.

(d) In the event of structural or electrical failure of the material supplied by the tenderer as new material within the guarantee period ie 12 months from the date of handing over after repair, on account of manufacturing defects, the tenderer shall undertake to replace the component parts which have failed and those which were damaged as a result thereof and make good any other losses to AIR’s equipment/property and personnel, free of cost and re-erect the tower.
XI. DRAWING AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

(a) A drawing showing the general arrangement of the antenna along with the technical information given in Annexure - I. shall be submitted along with the tender. List of old mast drawings showing the general layout, guy wire assembly details and details of mast base insulator are indicated in Annexure - III.
(b) The successful tenderer shall submit four sets of the following within two months of the date of acceptance of the tender.
(c) Complete schedule and details with plans for removing of old guy assemblies, re-hoisting of new guy wire assemblies, guy tension adjustments, painting etc.

END OF THIS SECTION

Specification No.XTA-320.

ANNEXURE –I

TECHNICAL INFORMATION TO BE SUPPLIED ALONG WITH THE TENDER

1. Guy ropes:
   (a) Type and I.S. specification reference.
   (b) Sizes of various guy ropes.
   (c) Maximum calculated working stress for each guy at the design load.
   (d) Calculated ultimate breaking strength of each guy rope (as modified by a factor depending on the type of connections).
   (e) Proof test load for each guy wire
   (f) GA drawing for guy wire assemblies
   (g) Potential distribution table along guy wire across each insulator & at attachment point.

2. Type of Guy insulator protective device proposed to be used.
   (Technical details and drawings showing simulated anti resonance impedance to be enclosed)

3. Antenna lighting transformer/filter circuit details with KVA ratings (Drawing and technical details to be given)

4. Details of aviation lights With printed leaflet.

5. Wiring diagram of mast lighting.

6. Detailed procedure along with plan & schedule, for Dismantling of guy assemblies and re-hoisting to the Antenna.

7. A comprehensive list of the special tools, equipment and instruments proposed to be used during repair for dismantling and re-hoisting of strengthened guys to the mast.

*************************************************************************
6. SPECIFICATION FOR REPAINTING OF TOWERS

Repainting of the Tower has to be carried out with one coat of primer and two coats of required International Orange/Deep Orange/White Paint.

1. All Dust, dirt, grease, scale should be removed and the surface thoroughly cleaned.

2. No chemicals of any kind are to be used for removal of dirt, grease, scales etc.

3. Surface had to be perfectly dry.

4. No dryers like lithanage or turpentine has to be used. The practice of mixing kerosene oil with paint is strictly prohibited.

5. The surface should be cleaned thoroughly and a coating of primer should be applied before painting.

6. The recommended thinner, primer & paint will be supplied by the tenderer. This is a polymer paint and paint mix to be made as recommended by the manufacturer. Necessary guidance will be issued before commissioning of the work.

7. Painting should not be done in unusually high humidity conditions.

8. After application of primer as described above and ensuring that the surface to be painted is dry, apply first coat of final paint. Follow up the second coat of paint after 48 hours in dry weather.

9. The painting should be done carefully so that all the corners and crevices of the tower receive the paint evenly. The paint should be evenly and uniformly applied. The tower shall be painted in alternate bands of International/Deep orange and White as per existing pattern.

10. The tower has to be painted with coastal climate Anti rust type special polymer paint. Tower has to be painted with 1 coat of poly Epoxy primer IS 5666 as per and 2 coats of Poly epoxy paint IS2932 in alternate bands of Orange and White as per Aviation Standard.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Technical Specification of Stores</th>
<th>Offer by tenderer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ferrules, Sockets, Nuts and bolts and Fasteners as per relevant IS standard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bulldog grips as per IS2361-2005 OR revised</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Thimbles as per IS2315-1978 OR revised</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Split pins as per IS549-2005 OR revised</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Guy rope of size 22mm dia as per GI 1770 grade and steel core as per IS : 6594 (CWR) of 6 X 19 construction conforming IS : 2266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Guy rope of size 19mm dia as per GI 1770 grade and steel core as per IS : 6594 (CWR) of 6 X 19 construction conforming IS : 2266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Guy rope of size 16mm dia as per GI 1770 grade and steel core as per IS : 6594 (CWR) of 6 X 19 construction conforming IS : 2266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## DOCUMENTS TO BE UPLOADED AND ITS COMPLIANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Checklist point</th>
<th>Compliance by Tenderer Yes/No</th>
<th>Supporting Documentary Evidence uploaded Yes/No</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Earnest Money Deposit (EMD) Demand Draft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Registration of firm with NSIC/MSME for exemption of EMD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Copy of PAN Card</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Copy of GST Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Eligibility Criteria, documentary proof of having completed similar type of work/ supply.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Technical compliance statement to technical specifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Copy of Registration of firm / incorporation as applicable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Bidders Past Supplies/Works Proforma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S1. No.</th>
<th>Name &amp; Address of client</th>
<th>Period from………. To……….</th>
<th>Description of stores / works in details</th>
<th>Total quantity supplied successfully</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE**: Certificate from clients to be scanned and uploaded along with this proforma.
COMPANY PROFILE

Company Profile Details filled in this form must be accompanied by sufficient documentary evidence, in order to verify the correctness of the information.

1. Name of Company
2. Mailing Address
3. Telephone and Fax numbers
4. Date of registration of the Company
5. Year of commencement of Business
6. Name and designation of the person authorized to make commitments to the Office.
7. Contact details of the person authorized to make commitments to the Office
8. Turnover of the company: 2016-2017
   2017-2018
   2018-2019
9. Profit of the company: 2016-2017
   2017-2018
   2018-2019
10. GST Number
11. Income Tax Number
12. Whether direct manufacturer or authorized dealers

Date:                                                                 Signature (Name & Designation)

(Note: This letter of authority should be on the letterhead of the firms concern and should be signed by a competent person of the firm.)
ANNEXURE - IX

SELF DECLARATION OF FIRM THAT IT HAS NOT BEEN BLACKLISTED BY ANY GOVERNMENT ORGANISATION

To,

The Addl. Director General (WZ),
All India Radio & Doordarshan,
PRATISTHA BHAVAN, 3rd floor,
101, M. K. Road, Mumbai -20

Sir,

This is to certify that M/s_____________________________________ has not been blacklisted by any Government Organization before submission of the tender document.

Yours faithfully,

Authorized Signatories

(Name & Designation)

Date: For and on behalf of M/s____________. 
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR SUPPLY/ WORK ORDER

1. NAME OF PURCHASER : PRASAR BHARATI

2. PAYING AUTHORITY : The Additional Director General (E-WZ), All India Radio & Doordarshan, Mumbai

3. PAYMENT TERMS : 100% Payment will be released on satisfactory completion of Supply/work as specified and handing over.

4. BILLS : All the supplies and works shall be in conformity with the order and the entire part bills shall be prepared in quadruplicate in the same format as that of the supply order. All those part bills shall be submitted to the consignee for necessary and onward transmission to the paying authority.

Further the contractor/supplier/firm should submit all the bank details such as;

a. Name of the Bank
b. Branch
c. Account Number
d. IFSC code
e. MICR Code

along with their bill for online payment (if possible, a Photostat copy of the cheque leaf may be enclosed).

5. PRE-DISPATCH INSPECTION:
The stores/material/equipment will be inspected by the indentor or his authorised representative at manufacturers work before dispatched as specified in specification and in accordance with standard specified in the tender.

6. DISPATCH INSTRUCTIONS:
The packing and marking of goods shall be as laid down in clause-12 of general conditions of contract DGS &D69 (revised),

The contractor shall arrange to dispatch the good duly insured direct to the consignee under prior intimation for delivery at site by whichever mode of transport he may choose, to ensure safe delivery of goods at site. Unloading shall be done at site at the contractor’s expense. The consignee will provide only storage space. The contractor will provide his own security like locking etc. and store the material at his own risk.

7. INSPECTION
The material will be inspected at manufacturer’s workshop. All necessary tools equipments will be arranged by manufacturer/tenderer. If required any other tests are necessary and required to be carried out, the arrangements are to be made by manufacturer/tenderer. In case of disputes third party inspection will be carried out as per BIS standard for which charges will be borne by the firm/tenderer. If any damages are found, material will be rejected.

8. RETURN OF REPLACED MATERIAL
The rusted/damaged/defective material such as RF chokes, bulldog grips, thimbles, turnbuckles, split pins, fasteners etc. which are replaced by new one, are to be handed over to the AIR station.

8. INSURANCE:
The contractor shall arrange for the insurance covering the risk during transit storage and installation till commissioning. The contractor shall take insurance for his men while working at AIR site against any accident, death, etc. Similarly equipments, instruments, tools etc. belonging to the contractor shall be insured against damage, loss, theft etc. All the charges for such insurance shall be borne by the contractor.

9. ADDITIONAL QUANTITIES
The purchaser reserves the right to place order for additional quantity up to 50% of the ordered quantity at the same rates and terms and condition during the currency of the contract.

10. PENALTY FOR DELAY
If the contractor is unable to complete the supply, installation, testing and commissioning within the stipulated time limit the purchaser may at his option allow such additional time as may be considered justified with / without penalty and without altering terms and conditions of the order. In the event of failure of the contractor to complete the supply, installation, testing and commissioning within the stipulated time or the extended time, the purchaser has the right to impose penalty of 0.5% per week or part thereof the contract price. The contractor’s liability for delay, however, shall not exceed 5% of the total contract price.

11. CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT:
   a. DGS & D-68 (Revised) and DGS & D-71 as amended up to date. However such of these conditions stipulated on this tender shall supercede corresponding conditions in DGS & D-71.
   b. The contractor shall submit the duplicate copy work order duly signed and stamped along with acceptance letter and security Deposit within 2 weeks. No supplies will be made and no work shall start unless the acceptance is signed by the contractor.

12. ENFORCEMENT OF LABOUR LAWS:
While engaging labour for carrying out obligation under the contract the contractor shall satisfy the condition laid down under contract labour (Regulation and Audit) Act 1970 and (Central) Rule 1971 as amended from time to time and observe all formalities required as per the said act / Rule. The supplier shall also observe the provision under minimum wages act 1948 (central Rule 1950 amended from time to time while engaging labour.

13. ARBITRATION OF CONTRACTUAL DISPUTES:
If dispute arises out of or in connection with the contract or in respect of any define legal relationship associated therewith or derived there from the parties agree to submit that dispute to arbitration under ICADR Arbitration Rule, 1996.
The authority to appoint the arbitrator(s) shall be international centre for Alternative dispute resolution. The international centre for Alternative Dispute Resolution will provide administrative services in accordance with the ICADR Arbitration Rules 1996.
   c. The number of arbitrator(s) shall be one who has legal as well as technical background
   d. The place of arbitration proceeding shall be Mumbai.

14. FORCE MAJEURE:
a. If at any time during the continuance of the contract the performance in whole or in part by the contractor shall be prevented or delayed by reason of any war, hostility acts of the public enemy, civil commotion, sabotage, fire floods, explosions, epidemics, Quarantine restriction, strikes, lock-outs or acts of god (therein after restriction refer to as events and provided notice of happenings of any such eventuality is given by the contractor within 21 days from the date of occurrence thereof, the purchaser shall by reason of such event, neither be entitle to cancel this order nor shall have any claim for damages against the contractor in respect of such non-performance or delay in performance and delivery shall be resumed as soon as practicable after such events have come to an end or ceased to exist.
b. Provided further that if the performance in whole or part or any obligation under this order is prevented or delayed by reasons of any such event for a period exceeding 180 days, the purchaser and the contractor shall meet to find a neutral agreement to any effect resulting the reform or the purchaser may at his option cancel the order provided also if the order is cancelled under this clause the purchaser shall be at liberty to take over from the contractor at order prices all unused un-damaged and acceptable material bought out components and stores in course of manufacture in the possession of the supplier at the time of such cancellation or such portion thereof as the purchaser may deem fit accepting such material, bought out components and stores as the supplier may with the concurrence of the purchaser elect to retain.

15. CANCELLATION:
The Purchaser reserves the right to cancel the order in the event of non-performance/delay in execution of the work/supply or unsatisfactory performance by the contractor and recover payment already made if any along with losses/damages incurred.

K. S. Lakhane
Assistant Engineer
For Additional Director General (E)(WZ)
Tel. No. (022) 22053528
Email ID- mumbai.cewz@gmail.com
ddgairprojectwz@gmail.com
SUBMISSION OF TENDERS

Interested Bidders are required to follow the below steps for submitting their offers

1. Tender details available on the following websites.
   a. https://www.tenderwizard.com/PB,
   b. https://eprocure.gov.in
   c. https://prasarbharati.gov.in

2. E-Bids are to be submitted on the e-tender portal http://www.tenderwizard.com/PB
   To participate in the e-bid submission, it is mandatory for the Bidders to have user identification number & password (collectively referred to as the “ID and Password”) which has to be obtained in Bidder’s own name by submitting an annual registration charges of Rs. 2247/- (Rupees Two Thousand two hundred Forty Seven Only) to M/s ITI Ltd. The registration obtained, as mentioned above shall be valid for one year from date of its issuance and shall subsequently be got renewed.

3. The online payment facility for the submission of registration charges and tender processing fee payable to e-tender service provider, M/s ITI Ltd. (detailed address given below) has been enabled on e-tender portal http://www.tenderwizard.com/PB. The Bidders are required to pay registration charges and tender processing fee through e-payment gateway of Punjab National Bank using Credit Card/Debit Card/Master Card/Visa Card only. Demand Draft will not be accepted for payment of annual registration charges and tender processing fee to M/s ITI Ltd. (The e-tender service provider).

4. The Bidders, who have already obtained such valid user ID and Password for any other project and validity of registration is not expired, need not obtain fresh user ID and Password for the purpose of participation in the bidding under this BID.

5. Address & contact details of E-tender Service Provider is given below:
   M/s ITI Ltd, Tender Wizard Helpdesk
   B-1/5A, 2nd Floor, Main Nazafgarh Road
   Near Janakpuri Metro Station (East)
   Janakpuri New Delhi- 110058
   (E-Mail: twhelpdesk680@gmail.com, twhelpdesk605@gmail.com, twhelpdesk381@gmail.com ), (Ph No: 011-49424365.)

6. Bids can be submitted only during the validity of their registration.

7. The amendments/clarifications to the bid document, if any, will be hosted on the e-tendering website/e-portal viz. http://www.tenderwizard.com/PB

8. If the firm/Consortium is already registered with e-tendering portal viz. http://www.tenderwizard.com/PB and validity of registration is not expired, the firm consortium is not required to obtain fresh registration.

9. Bidders are advised to upload their Bids well in time, to avoid last minutes rush on the server or complications in uploading. Department, in any case, will not be responsible for any type of problem in uploading the Bid.

10. Bidders have to upload the scanned copy of below mentioned documents before the last date & time, on the e-tendering portal. The compliance of same is to be submitted in check-list table. However, certified copy of all the scanned and uploaded documents as specified have to be submitted by the lowest bidder only along with physical EMD of the scanned copy of EMD uploaded within a week physically in the office of tender opening authority.
   - Earnest Money Deposit (EMD) Demand Draft
The following undertaking regarding deposition of EMD shall also be uploaded by the intending bidders:-
“The Physical FDR/EMD shall be deposited by me/us with the Additional Director General (E)(WZ) All India Radio & Doordarshan Mumbai calling the tender in case I/we become the lowest tenderer within a week of the opening of financial bid otherwise department may reject the tender and also take action to withdraw my/our enlistment.”

- PAN Card
- Goods and Services Tax Registration No.
- Eligibility Criteria - Documentary proof of having completed similar type of work/supply. Such as copy of Enlistment Order and certificate of work experience

4. FAQs on Vendor Registration

1. Is registration compulsory on e-Tendering portal?
   Yes. Registration is compulsory on e-Tendering portal.

2. How do I register on e-Tendering portal?
   Go to Client Department URL, fill up online form using “Register Me” link. You can enter your preferred USER ID and system will provide with password which will be initially be in disable state. Once your registration fee is received by the service provider, the same will be enabled and communicated to you through Phone / email along with necessary document.

3. What documents should I upload during registration, in case of online registration?
   At the time of Vendor registration, you need to scan the copy of the registration certificate or any other supporting documents and upload to the system along with one requisition letter.

4. Do I get confirmation mail after registration?
   Yes. All successful Vendors will get email communication. Please check your email account as provided by you during registration. After registration, you can also modify / update the E Mail address through “Modify Profile” link.

5. Can I update my registration information?
   Yes. You can modify / update the registration information after log-in under “Modify Profile” link.

6. How frequently should I change / modify my Password?
   The Password has to be changed every 3 to 4 months. (It can be changed, after log-in using “Modify Password” link)

7. When I log-in, it says ‘Log-in failed. Contact Administrator’. What should I do?
   If ‘log-in failed, contact administrator, means Password may be entered wrong or it may be disabled, so it has to be enabled. You may request for a new password from the e-Tender Help desk, who will then authenticate your request and issue a new password.

8. Renewal of Registration
   When the Registration validity is nearing expiry, an alert message is displayed at log-in time. The alert message is displayed 30 days in advance from the end of validity period. Vendors should steps to renewal their Registration and send the renewal fees by DD / NEFT to the eTender Help Desk.

FAQs on Digital Signature Certificate (DSC)

1. Do I need Digital Signature Certificate (DSC) during registration process?
   Yes. Class-3 Digital Signature Certificate is compulsory for all the vendors to participate in the e-tendering system. Check with the Buyer Department regarding the guidelines stipulated for use of Digital Signature Certificate.

2. Where do I buy the Digital Signature Certificate (DSC) ?
   Digital Signatures can be obtained from any of the Controller of Certifying Authority, India. (refer to the CCA site www.cca.gov.in) If you have already obtained the certificate, then log-in with eToken having DSC. The certificate number will be automatically updated in your profile during your first login. Alternatively, send the Certificate Serial Number to our representative with authenticated documents to update your profile with the DSC serial number.

3. How do I get the application form and how much should I pay for Digital Signature Certificate?
   It is available in the homepage of our portal. Call any of the helpdesk numbers from the website to get more details.
4. How do I update the digital signature certificate number to my user id?

Send a mail to our local representative. Mention your company name, user id and digital signature certificate number for easy and immediate reference.

5. I am displayed an error “Authentication Failed” during login, what do I do?

a. Firstly, the above error might occur when your Digital signature certificate number is not integrated to your user id. In that case, send a mail to our local representative mentioning your company name, user id and digital signature certificate number to update the same.

b. Secondly, to use any of the digital signature certificates, you need to enable all the ActiveX controls in your browser. In internet explorer, go to Tools >> Internet options >> Security >> Internet >> Custom Level and enable all the ActiveX controls and submit. Close the browser and open once more and try to log in.

c. Even then you are not able to login, please call our helpdesk to attend the same.

6. What is this DSC password that is given along with the e-Token?

The e-Token has one unique password to access the DSC certificate. For PKI Login, the Vendor has to enter this password. If the Vendor forgets the password, the token will be automatically blocked for security reasons.

7. Is there a separate password for the hardware e-Token?

There is no separate password for e-Token hardware.

8. If I forget my DSC password or initialize the e-Token, what should I do?

If DSC Password is misplaced OR e-token is initialized, the Vendor cannot access the certificate. You have to apply for a new DSC and update the same in the e-token. Contact the help desk for support.

What is an e-Token?

1. The e-Token contains a smart card-like chip. Users can use it to store a variety of personal information, such as user names, passwords, cryptographic keys, licenses, credentials or other data.

2. Users cannot duplicate information on the e-Token. This means you can use it to store credentials that grant access to Internet services with confidence that the access will not be shared.

3. What is stored in e-Token?

The individual’s DSC is stored in the e-Token. This is done by the Registration Authority who has processed your application and installed the .PFX file to the e-Token. At any point of time, only one individual DSC can be stored in e-Token.

4. How to install the e-Token drivers?

There are different brands available in the market. Most popular are Alladin, Athena and Rainbow. The manufacturer provides the drivers to recognize the e-Token in the user’s computer. Insert the Installation CD in your CD drive and follow the instruction. When prompted to insert the e-Token, then insert the e-Token in the USB Drive and proceed.

Some basic activity to be done include –

a) Adding the e-procurement portal as trusted site
b) Enabling the Active X controls in the Internet Explorer Browser
c) Installing the Root and Chain Certificates of the CCA (provided in the CD)

For detailed help, pl. refer PKI Installation guide in Help section.

5. Care instructions for handling your e-Token

a. Do not try to format or initialize the e-Token because this will result in loss of the Digital Certificate.

b. The DSC in the form of .PFX file is installed on the e-Token. This cannot be copied or backed up elsewhere.

c. The RA provides you a default password at the time of issue. You are advised to modify the password. Take care to remember the modified password when you use the same for E-procurement activity.

d. More than 3 failed attempts using wrong password will disable your e-Token.

The DSC can never be retrieved. You will have to apply for a fresh Digital Certificate that will take minimum 3 days.
FAQs on Tendering Activity

1. How do I know that a tender is published?
   You can find the same through “Tender Free View” link.

2. Do I pay for the tender documents?
   a) Check with the Buyer department. Few departments insist Vendors to remit the cost towards Tender Form Fee and then obtain the tender documents.
   b) Some departments allow you to download the tender documents at the time of online request itself. Initially all the tender documents are issued free of cost, but while submitting the tender, you need to enter the DD details of Tender form fee, e-Tender processing fees, wherever applicable.

3. How do I submit my tender to the department?
   The tender documents can be downloaded from the e-Tendering portal. You can fill the tender documents along with EMD and submit online along with the scanned certificates required for the tender.

4. Can I download the drawings related to the tender if any?
   Yes. Since drawings are part of the tender documents, while downloading the tender documents, these drawings can also be downloaded.

5. How do I view the drawings related to the tender if any?
   Drawings will be usually uploaded in the JPEG or .GIF format which can be viewed in MS paint.

6. How do I submit the EMD?
   BG/DD taken for EMD is scanned and should be attached to the tender during submission. The originals should be handed over to the department before tender opening.

7. How do I upload and attach my additional certificates to the tenders?
   BG/DD taken for EMD is scanned and should be attached to the tender during submission. The originals should be handed over to the department before tender opening.

8. How do I confirm my tenders are submitted without any problem?
   Once you submit your tender, you will be provided with an acknowledgement along with token number, time stamp and list of submitted documents which confirms that your tender has been successfully submitted in the portal.

9. Can I resubmit the tender repeatedly till the tender submission or closing date?
   Check with the Buyer department. If the multiple submission facility is allowed, then you can submit the tender any number of times till the tender submission or closing date.

10. If I change my bid after initial submission, do I need to click “submit” button once again?
    Yes. Whenever you change your submitted bid, you should click “Submit” button compulsorily to attach the fresh bid to the tender. If you fail to do so, the previously attached bid will be valid and taken for evaluation.

11. How will I come to know that my bid has been opened?
    On the opening date, you can login and see the tender opening process.

12. How should I confirm my tenders are not opened by any third party before the Date of opening?
    The system does not allow your bids to be opened before the due date specified in the Tender Schedule. The Tender Inviting Authority is given the rights to open the tender using his valid digital signature certificate in e-Token.

13. Can I view the proceedings of opening of technical bid?
    Once the tender is opened, you will view and download the competitors bid sheets under the ‘Edit Attachment’ screen.

14. Can I refer to my tender documents submitted to the departments?
    Yes. All the submitted documents can be viewed through “Tender Document” screen in your login.

15. How much space is provided to me for storing my documents online?
    Presently there is no restriction on storing capacity. Preferably, it is advised to have around 100 documents in the General Documents Library. Old records may be archived for convenience.